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Abstract 
Recent analytic, experimental, and practical studies are developing energy dissipation devices combined with amplifying 
mechanisms (AM) to enhance the seismic perfomance of structures with small inter-story deformations. This research 
presents the theoretical 

and experimental development of the Eccentric Lever-Arm System (ELAS), a new system which is a combination of an AM 
with one or more dampers capable of supporting large deformations. This work is divided in four parts: (1) kinematics of 
the ELAS and definition of an equivalent system without AM; (2) parametric analysis of a linear single-story structure with 
ELAS; (3) numerical analysis of a stiff multi-degree of-freedom structure with two types of frictional dampers; and (4) 
pseudo-dynamic tests of a full 

scale asymmetric one story steel structure with and without frictional dampers. Parametric analyses demonstrate that using 
high amplification ratios and low supplemental damping could be a very good practice . On the other hand, similar to 
systems without AMs, dissipation efficiency increases conformably with the stiffness of the secondary structure. As 
expected, it was observed that deformation was highly concentrated in the flexible edge of the asymmetric test model 
without damper. Conversely, the structure with frictional AAD clearly showed uniform plane deformation (i.e. tosional 
balance). The implemented AM, which has a large amplifying ratio of 11, performed with close accordance with numerical 
simulations. 

Keywords: eccentric lever-arm system, Added stiffness and damping, Amplifying mechanism, Torsional balance, Pseudo-
dynamic test, Seismic protection, structural response. 

 

1. Introduction 
The application of the classical concepts of vibration control by mean of passive energy dissipation devices 
(EDD), has been widely developed in the field of earthquake engineering [1–3]. However, the use of EDDs has 
not achieved widespread acceptance in professional practice. This situation could be attributed to two causes: (1) 
the cost of implementation of the EDDs is still relatively high; and (2) reductions in the maximum inter-story 
deformation (for example) rarely exceeds 30%. In other words, the cost/benefit ratio is not yet attractive enough 
to designers and owners, especially in developing countries. Clearly, steel framed structures take more advantage 
of the use of EDDs, especially medium and high rise buildings located in soft soils (i.e. narrow band seismic 
motion). On the other hand, reinforced concrete walled structures located in firm soil (i.e. broad band seismic 
motion) show greater difficulties in the successful implementation of EDDs. In earthquake engineering 
applications, the most commonly used energy dampers are: (1) hysteretic metal dampers [4–12]; (2) frictional 
dampers [13–18]; and (3) non-linear viscous dampers [19–21]. While few applications in real structures are 
known, they have also proposed many semi-active devices for control of vibration in structures. Among them we 
can mention a system controlled by an electromechanical actuator capable of independently varying stiffness 
(SAIVS) [22], damping (SAIVD) [23], or frictional force (SAIVF) [24]. Moreover, it has recently been proposed 
a non-linear passive system called adaptive negative stiffness (ANSS) [25,26] designed to introduce an effect of 
‘‘apparent weakness” in the structure due to the unloading of a pre-compressed spring. 
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Despite the variety of EDDs, the economic factor remains very important, being necessary to optimize the 
quantity, unit cost, and its location within the structure. For this reason, and due to its simplicity and (relative) 
lower cost, frictional and metal devices are currently the most used ones in professional practice. 

To overcome the problem of small inter-story deformations, various amplifying mechanisms have been 
proposed, among which we can mention the ‘‘toggle brace damper” (TBD) [27–30], ‘‘scissorjack” [31], ‘‘lever-
arm” [32], hydraulic amplification device [33], and amplification systems based on pinions of different 
diameters [34]. Of all the devices mentioned above, the TBC is probably the most studied, both analytically and 
experimentally. Furthermore, it is the only amplifying mechanism which real applications have been reported 
[35,36]. In Ref. [27], a shaking table test of a onestory half-scale model is presented. The results of this study 
show that the TBD is an easy to design mechanism, of relatively simple construction, and capable to reach real 
amplification values between 2 and 3. 

On the other hand, the EDDs has arisen as one of the most advisable solutions to control deformations in 
asymmetric structures. There is a large number of numerical studies regarding the effectiveness of EDDs to 
control torsional effects in asymmetric structures subjected to earthquakes [37–39]. In the context of linear single 
story structures with viscous damper, the so-called ‘‘mirror rule” [37] was the first criterion proposed in the 
literature related to the optimal plan location of the EDDs. This concept suggests that the center of supplemental 
damping (CSD) and the center of stiffness (CS) should be placed at equal distance and in opposite side from de 
center of mass (CM). Later, the ‘‘torsional balance” concept was proposed as a general design criterion for linear 
and nonlinear asymmetric structures with linear and non-linear EDDs [40–42]. Torsional balance is defined as 
the property of an asymmetric structure that leads to equal deformation demand in structural members 
equidistant from the geometric center (GC) of the structure plan. By mean of shaking table tests of small-scale 
asymmetric models [43,44], the torsional balance concept has been experimentally proved. Nevertheless, full-
scale experimental studies of asymmetric structures with EDDs subjected to seismic excitations have not been 
reported in the literature. 

This research presents the theoretical and experimental development of a new system of eccentric lever arm 
amplification system, which is combined of a traditional frictional damper and a frictional self-centering damper 
capable to support large deformations. The work is divided in three parts: (1) proposed amplification system; (2) 
pseudodynamic tests of a full scale asymmetric one story steel structure and details of the two dissipation 
devices used; (3) Results obtained. The main hypothesis of this work is that the use of frictional dissipation 
devices, combined with amplification systems, are an efficient alternative for structures based on frames, as well 
as, and especially in structures based on reinforced concrete walls (typical building in Chile), where the 
relatively small story-drift makes it difficult to implement EDDs. 

 

2. Proposed amplifying mechanism 
The proposed amplifying mechanism (AM), is a variant of the already known lever-arm system (LAS) [45]. 
Fig.1a shows schematically a typical configuration for the proposed AM, which is denominated as Eccentric 
Lever-Arm System (ELAS). In this configuration only one damper is used (concentrated damping). There are 
two main differences between these systems: (i) in the LAS mechanism, the lever-arm is symmetrically located 
in the center of the frame bay, with one of its ends connected to the middle point of the beam while in the ELAS 
mechanism, the lever-arm is located at one side of the frames bay (here is where the name “eccentric” comes 
from) and directly connected to the frame beam-column joint; and (ii) while the LAS mechanism is installed 
coupled to a V-shaped secondary structure (chevron), the ELAS is installed coupled to only one diagonal bar. 

Fig.1b shows other possible configuration for the ELAS. This one is made up of two diagonals (bars or cables), 
two lever-arms and one horizontal bar (coupling bar), which connects the free ends of the two lever-arms. This 
configuration is especially convenient when a group of energy dissipation devices is meant to be installed 
(distributed damping system), being these connected to the coupling bar. It is important to notice that for this 
configuration, the diagonal bar can be replaced by cables (tension-only). This is possible because the coupling 
bar transmits the displacement in both directions (case shown in Figure 2b), whatever cable is “activated”. 
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Fig 1. Eccentric Lever-Arm System (ELAS); (a) one damper (concentrated energy dissipation); and (b) 

various dampers (distributed energy dissipation). 

Since the elements of the mechanism are assumed undeformable in this kinematic analysis, we can use the 
concept of instantaneous center of rotation (ICR) to calculate atg [45]. 

 
(1) 

                                   

3. Pseudo-dynamic tests of a full scale asymmetric one story steel structure 
To evaluate the efficiency of proposed amplifying mechanism with added stiffness and damping (AASD) [46], a 
full-scale onestory steel structure was built. Fig.2 shows an isometric view, a plan view of the upper diaphragm, 
and a photograph of the assembled structure in the new Laboratory of Structural Engineering of the Pontificia 
Universidad Católica de Chile. This laboratory has been recently equipped with a 10 m x 10 m in plan, and 1 m 
depth concrete reaction slab; a post-tensioned, L-shaped concrete reaction wall of 10 m length, 5 m height, and 
0.8 m width; and a multi-axis pseudo-dynamic system (MA-PSDS). The four columns have a section 
HN30x106, while the peripheral and interior beams have a section IN25x32.6 and IN20x19.8, respectively. In 
order to generate a reconfigurable and easy to assemble (and to disassemble) structures, all connections are 
bolted. A490 5/8” bolt connections for flange, and A490 ½” bolt connections to web, were used. The interior 
beams were connected only in the web. In order to localize (and identify) possible inelastic deformations, the 
ends of the peripheral beams and column bases have reduced sections. Note that the columns are oriented so that 
the structure is nominally symmetric, and with the same nominal stiffness in both directions. 

The MA-PSDS consists of: (1) 50 kW Hydraulic Power Supply, capable of supplying an oil flow of 100 l/min at 
240 bar pressure; (2) Hydraulic Service Manifold, capable of operating at low and high pressure; (3) four 
hydraulic actuators; and (4) PID control system and data acquisition. In this research we have only used the three 
actuators. The location and orientation of these actuators can simultaneously control the three degrees of 
freedom (DOF) of the diaphragm: two horizontal displacements and plan rotation. The actuators #1 and #2, 
located at Axis 3 and 5, respectively, has a 320/600 kN of load capacity (tension/compression), and ±50 mm of 
displacement capacity. The actuator #3, located at Axis C, have the same force capacity, and ±200 mm of 
displacement capacity. Fig.3 shows a scheme of the amplifying mechanism used in this research, which is 
named as eccentric lever arm system (ELAS) [45] and a photograph of the AASD installed at the axis-A of the 
structure. The amplifying mechanism has a theoretical amplification ratio of a = 11. 

β 
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Fig 2. Full scale one-story steel structure: (a) isometric view; (b) plan view of the upper diaphragm; and (c) photograph of 

the structure and pseudo-dynamic setup at the new Laboratory of Structural Engineering of Pontificia Universidad Católica 
de Chile. 

    
Fig 3. (a) Scheme of the eccentric lever arm system (ELAS) used as amplifying mechanism; and (b) photograph of the 
AASD installed at axis-A of the structure. 

a) 

b) 
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To identify the stiffness matrix of the structure, controlled movements in each DOF of the diaphragm were 
imposed, maintaining in zero the other two DOFs. Fig.4 shows the measured force–deformation relationships of 
the structure without AASD, obtained by quasi-static cyclic tests of increasing amplitude. A hysteretic behavior 
in the 3 DOFs was observed, associated to sliding of the bolted joints. The figure shows the equivalent stiffness 
keq and equivalent damping ratio ξeq, corresponding to the cycle of maximum deformation of each test. Note that 
the equivalent damping ratio in X-DOF (ξeq = 0.19) is 54% higher than in the Y-DOF (ξeq = 0.123), which is due 
to the applied load in X-DOF is concentrated in a single actuator, generating more sliding in the bolted 
connections of the peripheral and interior beams. The reduced sections, both beams and columns, are kept in 
elastic range. 

 
Fig 4. Measured force–deformation relationships of the structure without AASD in X-DOF (left), Y-DOF (center), and 

torsional-DOF (right). 

 

One of the great advantages of the pseudo-dynamic tests is that the mass matrix of the structure is simulated 
computationally [49– 55]. This is especially useful when trying to simulate torsional effects, because we can 
arbitrarily change the amount of mass and its spatial distribution. The mass matrix considered for the structure is 
equal to: 

 

(2) 

where m = 30 ton is the translational mass; ey = 0.8 m is the mass eccentricity; and ρ = 2.35 m mass radius of 
gyration. Since the structure without AASD has its own internal energy dissipation mechanism, the damping 
matrix used in all tests was zero. In this research, the equation of motion was solved step by step by Newmark 
explicit method. 

Two types of devices have been installed between the coupling bar of the amplification system and the reaction 
slab, corresponding to a frictional damper (AFD [45])  and one mixed (ASD [46]) that adds stiffness and 
damping. The Fig.5 and Fig.6 shows scheme of both devices. 
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Fig 5: Distribution of elements in ASD-Device I  Fig 6: Frictional Damper Scheme (AFD).  Device II 

 

4. Experimental Results 
Device I 

The measured displacements at the axis-A (flexible edge) and axis-E (stiff edge) of the structure without AASD 
subjected to artificial record with intensity factors (IF) scaled to 10%, 20% and 30%, are presented in Fig.7a. As 
expected, a noticeable concentration of deformation on the flexible edge of the structure was observed. Fig.7b 
shows the results obtained from the structure with the AASD. In this case it was possible to apply up to 70% of 
the artificial earthquake. Note that the edges deformations are very similar, not only in their maximum values, 
but also for each time. This is because the stiffening effect of AASD shifts the position of the center of stiffness 
toward the position of the center of mass (i.e., torsional balance in the strong sense [36, 37]). 

Fig.7c shows a comparison between the responses obtained from the structure with and without AASD, 
subjected to the artificial ground motion with IF = 30%. In this part of the figure the, X-direction global 
constitutive relations (qx vs Rx) are represented. It can be seen that the AASD causes a reduction of 40% in the 
displacement qx, but an increase of 10% in the base shear Rx, although a significant part of the base shear is 
resisted by the AASD, which produce 84% of increment in the X-direction effective stiffness. In the lower chart 
of part (c) of the figure the combinations of displacement vs plan rotation (qx vs qh) have been represented, 
where it can be seen not only a significant reduction in the maximum values of the two variables, but also on 
their statistical correlation, which decreases for 0.81 to -0.02, i.e. practically reached torsional balance condition 
in a weak sense [36,37].  

The strains measures in the four steel rods of the amplifying mechanism of the structure subjected to artificial 
record with IF = 30%, 50% and 70%, are presented in Fig. 8. All rods are prestressed with an initial strain of 
200με. Maximum strains occur in the rods 1 and 2, reaching values of 800με, 1300με, 1800με, corresponding to 
IF = 30%, 50% and 70%, respectively. Note that for IF = 30% the pre-stressing is preserved, while for IF = 50% 
and 70%, pre-stressing is reduced by approximately 50% and 75% respectively. This is mainly due to partial 
yielding of steel rod connections. 
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Fig. 7: Measured displacement at the stiff edge (axis-E) and flexible edge (axis-A) of the structure: (a) without AASD (IF = 

10%, 20% and 30%); and (b) with AASD (IF = 30%, 50% and 70%); (c) Comparison between the responses of the 
structure with and without AASD, subjected to the artificial ground motion with IF = 30%. 

 
Fig. 8: Measured strains in the four steel rods of the amplification mechanism of the structure with AASD subjected to 

artificial record with IF = 30%, 50% and 70%. 

(c) 
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Device II 

As show in Fig.9a, the upper graphic shows the difference between the displacements of the two lateral frames. 
The frame where the amplification mechanism is installed is considered as flexible frame, and the opposite 
frame is the rigid one.  

In order to evaluate the behavior of the structure coupled to the amplification mechanism with the frictional 
dampers, and compare it with the responses explained in the last paragraph, a second set of tests is developed. 
The activation force of the frictional damper was set to Qd = 2,5 KN and the same seismic record specified as the 
pseudo-dynamic test excitation. This force value was reached after several executions of the test and, is the 
required force to generate a condition in which both, flexible and rigid frames respond in a similar manner under 
the seismic excitation. As shown in the lower graphic in Fig.9b, for the parameters specified as mentioned 
before, and for an amplification factor α≈11 [46], it was possible to reach this balance between the displacement 
of the two frames, and even decrease the peak response of the steel structure. This response was decreased form 
a peak of 0,032m to 0,015m, the latter with the amplificator-damper system coupled to the structure. This means 
a response reduction of approximately 53%. Also, the relation shear force-deformation in the applied seismic 
record direction is shown in Fig.9c. There the response of Fig. 9a and  Fig. 9b can be better understood, relating 
the decreased displacement to the shear force magnitude which is decreased too, after coupling the structure to 
the amplificator-damper system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: Comparison of displacement histories for flexible and rigid frames (edges) when; (a) without amplificator-damper 
system; (b) with amplificator-damper system. Record scaled to 30%, and eccentricity ey = 1:0 m; (c) Comparison between 

the responses of the structure with and without AAFD, subjected to the artificial ground motion with IF = 30%. 

Finally, at the upper graphic in Fig.10, the deformation of the damper (plane blue line) and the flexible edge 
deformation multiplied by the amplification factor of the mechanism (α=11) is shown. Note in this figure that, 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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the reached deformations for the damper are nearly similar to those induced in the structures edge. The 
horizontal lengths at the peaks of the history plot for the damper deformation, can be explained due to the 
frictional damper behavior itself, where before reaching a peak deformation value, the device gets stuck and it is 
necessary to break the friction force again to begin slipping in the counter direction. 

Shown in the lower graphic of Figure 20, is the strain history for the tensor bars (T1, T2, T3 and T4) of the 
amplification mechanism (see Figure 15). Note that the maximum reached strain is of approximately 0,58x10-3. 
For this bars, built with mild steel of Fy = 420MPa, the yielding strain is measured at 2,00x10-3, which means that 
the tensor bars worked in a range of γε = ε/εy = 0,29. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Response histories with dampers of: (top) real vs “ideal” deformation of the damper; and, (bottom) tensor bars 

strain measured during pseudo-dynamic test. Record scaled to 30%, and eccentricity ey = 1:0 m. 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

A new displacement amplification mechanism, called ELAS, has been proposed. The system admits two 
possible configurations: (i) a lever-arm and a diagonal bar working in tension and compression; (ii) two lever-
arms, two bars or pre-stressed cables working in tension only an a coupling bar. The first of these configurations 
is very similar to the LAS configuration proposed in [27], which results more appropriate to install only one 
energy dissipator, ED (concentrated dissipation); while the latter one is useful to connect various EDs 
(distributed dissipation). 

 
The structure without AM presents a non-linear behavior, mainly due to sliding of the bolted connections of the 
beams. Pseudo-dynamic seismic response tests were performed considering an artificial ground motion acting in 
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one direction. As expected, and due to the mass eccentricity (25% of the plan length), high concentration of 
deformations in the flexible edge of the structure without AM was observed.  
 
The eccentric lever arm used as amplifying mechanism, which have large amplifying ratio α=11, worked in great 
accordance with numerical simulations. 
The structure with AAFD showed a great plan deformation uniformity (torsional balance), with reductions of 
nearly 50% in maximum edge deformation, which is consistent with the results of numerical analysis. The 
amplification efficiency decreases as the intensity of the earthquake increases. Nevertheless, where the 
maximum steel rod strain do not exceed 6x10-4 (approximately 30% of the nominal yield strain) an efficiency of 
90% is obtained. In this case a frictional damper with very low force capacity has been used (Qd = 2:5 KN). 
 
The structure with AASD showed a great plan deformation uniformity (torsional balance), with reductions of 
nearly 40% in maximum edge deformation, which is consistent with the results of parametric analysis. The 
incorporation of AASD reduces by more than 50% the energy dissipated by the main structure. The 
amplification efficiency decreases as the intensity of the earthquake increases. Nevertheless, where the 
maximum steel rod strain do not exceed 800 με (approximately 40% of the nominal yield strain) an efficiency 
of 77% is obtained. 
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